
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There was a high hill _______ miles off, and in their proper course.1. many

I know an honest man when I see him, and I can tell you, there are not
_______ men like you.
2.

many

There is not _______ work done there.3. much

There was not _______ furniture in it, but, though this was unusual on the
prairie, door and double casements were guarded by heavy hangings.
4. much

The bones stayed in the caves for _______ years.5. many

Did you ever see so _______ light, so much life?6. much

He was one of the not very numerous people who can read a play: a knack,
the fruit of _______ knowledge and some imagination, comparable to that of
reading score.

7.
much

It has taken _______ time to accommodate the external adopted, to the
internal arrangement necessary for the three branches of government.
8. much

When it had arrived they were not slow to make the pleasant excursion,
and those who were prepared to tell of some merry circumstance already
showed mirthful faces that gave promise of _______ laughter.

9.

much

Never before had he seen so _______ horses at one time.10. many

The name of Milner stands higher with a certain class of readers, but will
not carry _______ weight with the severe investigator of history.
11.

much

And there is so _______ work to do.12. much

And you have so _______ power in your hand.13. much

For _______ days he sought her up and down the woods and at last he
found her.
14. many
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But, by your leave, I did not think that a continuation of the history of the
enterprising vagabond Jim Smiley would be likely to afford me _______
information concerning the Rev.

15.
much

But he always has so _______ money.16. much

True, _______ experiences may have been crowded into the last few
years of your life.
17. many

There were so _______ enemies, he knew not which to pursue first.18. many

Then by us has it been said to this demon that she could not justify the
fact of her sterility, because in spite of so _______ commerce, no child had
been born of her, the which proved the presence of a demon in her.

19.
much

He had not paid _______ attention before to the advertisements, but now
this department seemed the most interesting part of the paper, and he read
every announcement, and then came back and read his over and over.

20. much
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